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The standard-size cremator with more features than any unit in its price range

S

ince the Classic was introduced to the cremation industry, it’s been turning heads.
Cremation professionals have asked, “Does this machine have the technology and
design to deliver notable fuel efficiency and significantly increased production – and be
a cost-effective investment?” We, of course, answer with a hands-down “Yes.” But we’re
not the ones to ask. It’s our customers whose opinions matter.
“I have operated equipment for 15 years before buying your unit and I must say that
nothing can cremate a sizable person better or give me a cheaper gas/electric bill”
G. David Keller • High Point Funeral Home, Memphis, TN
“They encouraged me to check the competition. I did, but no one came close in
expertise, support and customer service.”
Danny Losee, President • Perry Mount Park Cemetery, Pontiac, Michigan
“I shopped all the major manufacturers and was immediately impressed with U.S.
Cremation Equipment’s personnel and product.”
David Krohn, CEO • Everglades Crematorium, Hollywood, Florida

Standard
features of
the Classic
• Continuous Operation: Heavy-duty insulation and stateof-the-art drafting allows for continuous operation, no
cool-downs between cremation cycles.

• Special Case Conditions: A large primary chamber and
an operating system that controls the rate of combustion
enable safe cremation of obese cases up to 800 pounds.

• Increased Productivity: The Classic can complete
a cremation every 75 to 90 minutes, for up to six
cremations in ten hours.

• User-Friendly System with One-Touch Screens:
Operating conditions are displayed on various screens
for monitoring and control during each stage of the
cremation cycle.

• Complete Automation: A PLC controls the entire
cremation from start to finish.
• Fuel Efficiency: Faster cremation cycles and “Hot
Hearth” design can save up to 50% in fuel usage when
performing more than one cremation in a day.

• Safety Compliance: The “Classic” complies with
nationally recognized safety standards and has been tested
and listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL) – file
MH 47704.

• Environmental Safety: Complete combustion is achieved
in the Pollution Control Chamber, eliminating smoke
and odor.
The Classic is the standard-size cremator of choice. Give us a call and we’ll put you in touch with the people who use our
product every day. Contact the cremation professionals, 321.282.7357.

Assistance is always a phone call away.

